
B DIVISION
RULES AND SCHEDULE

IF ANY B DIVISION 
TEAM GOES 

UNDEFEATED, YOU 
WILL BE MOVED UP 
TO A DIVISION FOR 

BRACKET PLAY

Team Name Team Name
1 Bobbin 1 Gasper
2 Travis 2 Laura
3 Mykah 3 Wade
4 Hunter 4 Spencer
5 Cole B 5 Jaron
6 Jody

B Division - Play 4 pool play matches. 2 games each match (21,21) win by 1. Three possible pts each match. All teams make single elim tourney. 
Seeding based off of wins in pool play. 

TIMES LISTED BELOW ARE APPROXIMATE TIMES. WE WILL BE ON A ROLLING SCHEDULE…AS SOON AS ONE GAME CONCLUDES, THE 
NEXT GAME WILL BEGIN. PLEASE CHECK ALL 3 COURT SCHEDULES BEFORE GOING TO SUBWAY FOR A HOUR :) 

AS ALWAYS, GAMES WILL BE MOVED AROUND TO KEEP THE TOURNEY FLOWING. CHECK WITH PAUL IF YOU'RE WONDERING WHEN 
YOUR NEXT MATCH WILL BE. 

COURT 1 COURT 2 COURT 3
8:30 Bobbin vs Travis 8:30 Mykah vs Hunter 8:30 Gasper vs Laura

9:10 Bobbin vs Cole B 9:10 Mykah vs Jody 9:10 Wade vs Spencer

9:50 Travis vs Cole 9:50 Hunter vs Jody 9:50 Gasper vs Jaron

10:30 A Division 10:30 Bobbin vs Mykah 10:30 Laura vs Wade

Running A Division Running Cole vs Jody Running Spencer vs Jaron

Schedule A Division Schedule Travis vs Mykah Schedule Gasper vs Wade

Running A Division Running Bobbin vs Hunter Running Laura vs Spencer
Schedule A Division Schedule Travis vs Jody Schedule Wade vs Jaron
Running A Division Running Hunter vs Cole Running Gasper vs Spencer

Laura vs Jaron

*Games start 5 minutes after previous match concluded!
*All participants must be 18 years of age or older
*In general, we will follow USAV rules unless otherwise noted below
*Any dispute of rules will be decided by the tournament and/or court directors
*Refunds are not issued for ejections for unsportsmanlike conduct
*All tournaments will be rally scoring
*If a team has less than 6 players, that spot in the rotation is forfieted.  Rotation & Serve
*For Coed tournaments, males can’t outnumber females
*Due to Covid, tourney director has right to ammend this rule and use ghost player(s)
*For Coed tournaments, line-ups must alternate male-female
*For Coed tournaments, if more then one contact, a female must contact the ball
*A block does not count as a contact
*Contact with any part of the net between the antenna is illegal. Does not include hair or clothing
*Players can cross the center line provided some part of the hand/foot remain on/above the center line
*No blocking or attacking the serve
*Contacting the ball with a foot is allowed
*Double contacts are legal during first contact, if resulting from a hard-driven ball (Serve or attack)

*Reaching over the net is only permitted during the follow through of a hit made on a player’s own side, and 
during a block or block attempt
*A player may not go into another court to play the ball
*There is no back row blocking unless otherwise stated for a particular tournament
*If the ball contacts the ceiling, it must come down on the same side to be able to play the ball
*Teams are allowed a libero if they choose

*If a team is 10 minutes late for the start of a match, they forfeit the first game. If they are 15 minutes late, they 
forfeit the match.


